Corn Hole
Overview
Set up your two boards facing each other. The official rules call for boards to be 27 feet away
from each other but do what is best for your skill level and sharing the beach. There is a
starting side and a spectating side. It is important to note that the starting side has 1 player
from each team which mirrors the spectating side. The players who decide to start will begin
their round at the starting side, and the team who won the coin flip will throw first for that
round. All 8 bags start at one side. Players must not cross the foul line, during play, which is
defined by the front edge of the board and extends to the left and right, as well as the edge of
the board (the play area, or throw area, does not intersect the plane of the board, nor does it
intersect the area between both boards). After the first team throws 1 bag, the player on the
same side throws one of their bags, each player trying to get a higher score.
Objective
The first team to reach or exceed 21 points wins.
3 points


3 points goes to a player who makes their bag into the hole without fouling.

1 point


1 point goes to a player who makes their bag onto the face of the board without fouling.

0 points or Foul


No points are awarded if a bag:
o Does not make it on the board
o Touches the ground during gameplay
o Touches a bag that is also touching the ground, during gameplay
o Is thrown by a player crossing the foul line
o Does not meet regulation requirements
o Is thrown by a player on the opposite team of the bag color

